
total pressure coefficient, 

)/(Y2PUI Cpt 	inlet 
Jacobian of the transformation 
contravariant base metrics 
production rate of turbulent kinetic energy 
turbulent kinetic energy 
static pressure 
total pressure (p t  =p+tipV2) 
effective Prandd numbers for It and e 
(Prk  =1.0, Pr, =1.3) 
source term 

tip-clearance height 

blade velocity at midspan 
Cartesian velocity components 
absolute and relative velocity 
contravariant velocity components 
diffusion coefficient 
turbulence energy dissipation 

molecular and eddy viscosity 
body-fitted computational coordinates 
density 
solution variable 

iteration level 
quantity associated with variables 
provisional quantity 
correction 

Cpt 

J ..  

13"  

Ft 
Prk, Pre  

Urn  
u p  i- I, 2,3 
V,W 

2,3 

vt  

Z 3  

Superscripts 
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AXIAL COMPRESSOR STAGE ANALYSIS THROUGH A MULTI-BLOCK 3-0 
NAVIER-STOKES SOLUTION METHOD 

1111 1111111 1111 1 1 111111 
E. S. Politis, K. C. Giannakoglou, 

K. D. Papailiou 
Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines 
National Technical University of Athens 
P.O. Box 64069, Athens, 15710, Greece 

ABSTRACT 
A method for the analysis of low-speed flows in 

compressor stages through a steady, 3-D, multi-block, Navier-
Stokes solver is presented. For a complete stage, two pairs of 
3-D grid blocks, one for the rotor and one for the stator, are 

used. The combination of two grids per row aims at the 
accurate modelling of the flow in the clearances between blade 

.tips of finite thickness and annular walls. Thus, with such a 
numerical tool, the effect of rotor tip-clearance on the 
downstream stator performance, can be studied. Within each 

grid block, governing equations are solved in a segregated 
manner through the inversion of a single scalar coefficient 
matrix for all but the continuity equation. For the latter, a 
pressure correction equation is solved using a generalized 

residual minimization scheme. The interfaces between rows are 
treated through a simple • mixing approach, based on the 
communication of circumferentially area-averaged quantities. 
The interfaces between grid blocks in the same row are treated 
by means of fake cells. Both interfacing schemes do not badly 
affect the convergence of the code. The method is used for the 
analysis of the third stage of a four-stage, low-speed 
compressor, for which unsteady flow phenomena do not 
dominate the physics of the flow. Numerical predictions are 

compared to data from experimental work carried out at the 
Cranfield University test rig. 

NOMENCLATURE 
AM 

Cp  

ca,c.pc2  

matrix coefficients 
chord 
k-c model constants 
(ck =0.09, c i  =1.43, c2 =1.92) 
static pressure coefficient, 

C °(P-Pt inlet )/(1/2eUd2  

INTRODUCTION 
The real flow in a turbomachinety row is unsteady and 

rotor-stator interaction needs to be considered if flow is to be 
accurately modelled. Clearances at the hub or tip of the 
upstream row also have an important impact on the 

Presented at the International Gas Turbine & Aeroengine Congress & Exhibition 
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downstream one. Time-accurate flow-predictions are welcome 
but they  are extremely  time-consuming, even using  modem 
supercomputers. Thus, multi-sta ge or multi-row turbomachines 
can profit of fast 3-1) steady  flow solvers for multiple domains, 
where a pitchwise aven ging  approximates the unstead y  
interaction, by  filtering  the inter-row effects of unsteady  nature. 

Numerically, peripheral averaging  is prone to divergence 
if it is carried out too close to the blades. Available methods 
dealing  with this problem employ  (a) patched domains, with 
their interface placed about halfwa y  between the two bladin gs, 
(b) overlapped domains, with the inlet of the second domain 
being  far from the corresponding  blading  and vice-versa, or (c) 
sufficient upstream and downstream grid extensions, so that the 
major part of the mixing  process is completed prior to the strict 
enforcement of numerical mixin g  over the interface planes. In 
the first two methods, the exact distance between rows is 
retained. In method (a), this is offset b y  slower convergence 
resulting  from the filtering  scheme applied too close to hi gh 
gradient regions;  if the inter-row distance is extremel y  small, 
serious convergence problems may  appear. In method (b), 3-D 
interpolations are re quired, with likely  destabilizing  effects. 
Method (c) removes some of the numerical flaws of (a) and (b), 
in the expense of a less accurate couplin g  of the rows. In the 
present work, the third approach has been chosen, considerin g  
also that, in this case, the unstead y  effects are not dominant 
(see dismission in Howard et al, 1994). Over the row-interfaces, 
flow variables are exchan ged in a peripherally  area-averaged 
form, with non-uniform variation allowed onl y  in the radial 
direction. 

Each row is further anal yzed using  a pair of grids. One 
grid fills the main passage, while a second undertakes the 
accurate modelling  of the tip- or hub-clearance geometry . 
Within each block, the stead y  Mayer-Stokes equations are 
iteratively  solved in a segregated manner. The last step within 
the iterative scheme is the solution of the continuity equation, 
carried out using  a pressure correction scheme. All other 
equations are discretized so as to provide a common scalar 
coefficient matrix. Then, a sin gle inversion task carried out 
once per iteration throu gh approximate factorization, 
contributes to low CPU time re quirements. For the pressure 
correction equation, the approximate factorization techni que is 
used as well, but its convergence is enhanced throu gh a residual 
minimization procedure (Giannakoglou and Politis, 1995). In 
each row, the algorithm is iteratively  employed for the solution 
of the governing  equations in the two sub-domains, with 
appropriate boundary  conditions at their interface. Even for the 
pressure correction, the most recent values over the fake nodes 
are used, leading  to a considerable convergence improvement. 

The proposed method is used for the flow prediction in the 
third stage of a four-stage, axial compressor. This lar ge-scale 
low-speed compressor with repeating  stage blading  has been 
designed to be representative of a subsonic middle-sta ge of a 
highly-loaded multimage compressor. Experimental work was 
carried out at the Cranfield Universit y  test rig, for two rotor 
tip-clearance heights equal to 12 and 3.0 percent of the tip-
chord and a unique stator blading  exhibiting  a clearance of 14 
percent of the blade tip-chord, between the stationar y  blade and 
the rotating  hub. In the present study, the rotor is analyzed  

using  both tip-clearance sizes, which differentl y  affect the 
downstream stator. The Reynolds number, based on inlet _ 
velocity  and chord, is equal to 2.2405  for both cases while the 
hub-to-casing-radius ratio is equal to 0.85. Experimental data 
are documented in Howard et al (1994) and Fole y  and Ivey  
(1994 

MOMENTUM CONSERVATION LAWS AND 
TURBULENCE MODEWNG 

Equations governing  the steady, incompressible, 3-D 
turbulent flows are employed in their Reynolds averaged form; 
hereafter, they  will be presented in a Conn useful for both 
stationary  and rotating  systems of reference. The continuit y  
equation will be separately  considered in the following  section, 
where the pressure correction scheme is anal yzed. 

Momentum conservation laws and the transport e quations 
linked to the high-Reynolds number k-e turbulence model 
(Jones and Launder, 1972) are expressed in a body-fated 
coordinate system ',.i=1, 2,3, as follows 

1- (JY10) = (.r ret11-) • IS . , 
av 	ae 

where (I) stands for u 1 , id, 2,3, in the stationary  or rotating  
system, k and e. The diffusion coefficient 14 sums up v and v t  
in the three momentum equations, or denotes v t /Prk  and 
v/Fri in the k and e equations, respectively. The wall function 
technique bridges the gap between walls and the centres of the 
adjacent computational cells. The non-dimensional distance ( y.) 
of the first nodes UM less than 45 in all calculations performed. 

For the momentum equations in a stationary  frame, the 
source terms Su include the effective pressure gradient and the 

part of the stress divergence (denoted by  e) not included in the 
diffusion term of Eq. (1). In a rotating  frame, Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces are also included so that, in a vector form, it 
yields 

its + lok) e - 20,ak - x(0 xP). (2) 
3 

Assuming  that the k-e model is not affected b y  rotation, the 
involved source terms are written as 

51 = G - pa, 84  (c,G - c.l pe) 	(3) 

According  to the Bousinesq  hypothesis, v t  is related to k and 
e through the expression 

k2  
V = C 	. 

t 

Mean flow and turbulence transport equations are 
integrated over control volumes formed b y grid surfaces. All 
variables are stored at the centres of the computational cells. 
Central differences for the diffusion and a quadratic scheme 
(QUICK, Hayase et al, 1992) for the convection terms are used. 
For the sake of stability, convection is only  first-order upwinded 
in the k and e equations. 

The proposed algorithm is based on the segregated 

(1) 

(4) 

2 
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solution of the five differential equations, each of which 
through the same implicit scheme. For stability reasons and in 
order to employ a seven-node computational molecule, the 
implicit operator is formed using part of the convection term 
(corresponding to first-order discretization) and part of the 

diffusion term (involving only the orthogonal metrics). All 
remaining terms are treated explicitly and lumped together 
under the symbol S. As a consequence, the implicit 
computational molecule incorporates the central and its six 
adjacent nodes. 

All equations are under-relaxed through the same 
relaxation parameter w; the value 6)=0.4 has been used in all 
runs. The relaxation parameter in the pressure correction 
equation was we 0.2. Relaxation is included in the implicit 
operator and the coefficient matrix arising is held common for 
all equations. Therefore, a single matrix inversion per iteration 
is required leading to significant reduction in computing time. 
According to the authors' experience, the use of different 

relaxation parameter for each equation, renders the 
convergence steeper in terms of iterations but this does not 
reflect any practical gain, because computational time per 
iteration increases due to repetitive factorizations. The relaxed 
equations read 

A 

	

- „ 
	

+ E .41 4); • S°0  • ILL°  Ap40° = 0, (5) 
(A) 

where P stands for the central node and the summation symbol 
incorporates its six direct neighbours. 

The approximate factorization employed to invert the 
coefficient ntatrix is carried out by means of its incomplete 
decomposition into upper and lower matrices, sharing identical 
structures with the upper and lower part of it (Stone, 1968). 
The factorization step is followed by five two-step procedures, 
one for each equation, providing a provisional velocity field u i  , 
ic I, 2,3, generally not satisfying the continuity equation, and 

the final turbulence quantities Ict " 1)  c k and et" c c. The 

latter are used to update v t ("1)  through Eq. (4). 

THE PRESSURE CORRECTION SCHEME 
The pressure correction scheme (Patankar, 1978) is a 

means for satisfying the continuity equation, by introducing 

corrections to the velocity components resulting from the 
solution of the momentum equations (u t  , i= 1, 2,3) and the 
pressure field of the previous iteration pc" ) , as follows 

(sea • 100 P G.." ° P (.3 • Pi  

	

u, 	u,• 	, 	 (a) 
The elliptic pressure correction equation is formulated 

using the continuity equation 

a —vvo 0, 	 (7) 

through the following ueps: 

(a) 	Equation (5) is shifted from the cell-centres to the 
cell-faces. Over the face-centres (referred to as mid in 
what follows), this equation approximates the local 
velocity components by secluding the central variable 
in Eq. (5), as follows 

uts 	E Asti: • S i  — (SAW } 

(8) 

+ (I - 4)) tz 

The bar characterizes quantities that are transferred 
to the face-centre through the midpoint rule applied 
between the two appropriate adjacent nodes. In Eq. 
(8), the pressure gradient term ap is kept separate 
from the remaining source terms S' (which are 
averaged) and treated through local central 
differences. Owing to this treatment, velocities and 
pressure do not decouple, despite collocation. 

'(b) 
	

Cartesian velocity components are transformed to 
contravariant ones at cell-faces. 

(c) Equations (6) and (8) are introduced to the discrete 
form of Eq. (7) which, after rearrangement of terms, 

yields 

BPPri  E 	S; " 	(PI ° (31 . (9 ) 

In Eq. (9), the summation symbol is used as in Eq. 
(5), while s* stands for the non-zero divergence of the 
provisional velocity field. 

Equation (9) is iteratively solved using the same 

approximate factorization scheme applied on the seven-diagonal 
coefficient matrix as in transport equations. By employing the 
method proposed by the authors (Giaimakoglou and Foals, 
1995), convergence is further accelerated if residual 
minimization constraints are imposed. These constraints finally 
result in a scalar parameter C controlling the pressure correction 
update as 

= 
	 (10) 

where [PI 1  is the approximate inverse of the coefficient matter 

[13I. Parameter ; is given by 

where 

and 

at 	[(11 

42 

1 

(In 

(11)  

(12)  

I 
I 

(13)  

1 	1 
al *at 

(R) (
8

1 
111211 

I 
I 	r m 	Lit) 

11R11 

(RI . " 	MI 	al  nil 

(RI = (Pj-45•1. 	' 

MULTI-BLOCK GRID SYSTEM AND BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

Aiming at a loose coupling between rotor and stator flow 
fields, both rows are considered to be isolated during the mesh 
generation procedure. A simple peripheral area-averaging of the 
flow quantities calculated at the rotor oat plane provides the 
boundary conditions applied at the inlet plane of the stator. 
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FIGURE 1. Four-block synthesis of a compressor 
stage. 

Since, from physical or numerical point of view a 
circumferentially uniform flow cannot exist near the second row 
leading edge, both rotor and stator grids have been artificially 
extended about one axial chord, downstream and upstream, 
respectively. 

As far as rows are concerned, a two-block grid system is 
used for each row, aiming at the exaa description of the blade 
shape and the accurate prediction of the flow patterns in the 
clearances close to shroud (for rotors) and hub (for stators). 
Each pair of grids consists of H-rype components which end at 
a common surface, corresponding to a blade-to-blade surface at 
the blade tip radius. The two pairs communicate at a transversal 
plane which will be referred to as the rotor exit or the stator 
inlet plane. The four grid-block synthesis is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Rotor Stator 

Number of Blades 79 72 
Chord (mm) 59.2 57.7 
Thickness-to-chord ratio 0.110 0.097 
Stagger Angle (deg) 52.7 57.8 
Camber Angle (deg) 28.2 30.2 

TABLE 1. Main characteristics of the two blades. 

For each row, or equivalently for each pair of grids, the 
first grid fills the main flow passage defined by two successive 
blades, their upstream and downstream periodic extensions, the 
annular wall where the blades are attached and the cylindrical 
blade-to-blade surface at the blade tip radius. The second grid 
fills the remaining part of the flow domain, lying between the 
blade tip radius and the second annulus and periodic conditions 
are imposed along its side surfaces. Both grids are clearly shown 
in Fig. 1. For each block, the 3-D grid results from the stacking 
of 2-D grids generated (through an in-house 2-D elliptic grid 
generation software) at different radial positions. Within each 
row, the two grids communicate along their interface which 
coincides with a blade-to-blade surface located at the blade tip 
radius. The interfacial cylindrical layouts of the two 3-D grids 
are made identical in their major part, as shown in Fig...2; the 
identical part of the 2-1) grids extends from j = 1 to j = j . 

The use of multiple grid blocks requires boundary 

FIGURE 2. Superposition of 2-D grid layouts at the 
blade tip radius. (Full line : main passage grid. 

broken line : tip grid). 

conditions to be applied along the interfaces. Two types of 
interfaces emerge; planar interfaces between rows and 
cylindrical ones between the two blocks in the same row. At the 
planar interfaces, a circumferential area-averaging is used to 
exchange information between rows. For instance, the inlet 
conditions for the third stage stator result from the linear 
interpolation of circumferentially averaged quantities at the 
rotor exit, in the radial direction. The interpolation is necessary, 
for the radial distribution of cells may differ in the two rows. At 
the exit of each row, zero Neumann boundary conditions are 
imposed for the pressure correction. On the contrary, the 
cylindrical interfaces are treated by means of phantom nodes-
cells extending each block in the interior of the adjacent one. 
To allocate flow variables at the centres of the fake cells, the 
MOSE recent values from the adjacent domains are utilized. The 
same applies to the pressure correction variable as well. Even 
in the absence of a specific physical reasoning, according to the 
authors' experience, attributing to the phantom nodes the most 
recent pressure correction values from the adjacent domains, 
exhibits better convergence behaviour than any other scheme. 
The exchange of information in the part between j = 1 and  
is straightforward. Interpolation is required in the remaining 
(small) part of the interface, between j=j and j =jmaxl or 
jmax2 (see Fig. 2); but even there, a quasi 3-13 interpolation 
proved accurate, without notably penalizing the convergence 
characteristics of the algorithm. 
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Main Grid Tip Grid Total Number 

Rotor (t/c = 1.2%) 41 x 45 x 95 47 x 11 x 95 224,390 
Rotor (t/c =3.0%) 41 x 45 x 95 47 x 21 x 95 269,040 
Stator (t/c= 2.4%) 41 x 45 x 85 47 x 15 x 85 216,750 
Rotor (t/c= 1.2%) Pinched 41 x 55 x 95 - 214,225 

TABLE 2. Details of the grids (nodes in the pitchwise, spanwise and axial direction). 

In accordance with the grid generation procedure, the pair 

of grids for the stator need to be generated once; two different 
pairs of grids for the rotor are in use. As the tip-clearance and 
the rotor blade height change, the two pair of grids differ only 
in the way their 2-0 intermediate grids have been stacked in 
the radial direction. In each case the flow enters the stage with 
different velocity profiles and these are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Hereafter, all velocities are normalized on Um. Both profiles 

correspond to the same flow coefficient 0=0.63. The rotor, as 
a whole, is discretized using an average of 250,000 nodes. For 
the stator, about 220,000 nodes have been used. Precise data 
concerning the geometric characteristics of the blades and the 
grids are included in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
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FIGURE 3. Spanwise distribution of the axial velocity 
at the rotor inlet. 

ANALYSIS OF ROTOR 3 
In Fig. 4, the spamvise distribution of the circumferentially 

averaged axial velocity at the rotor ecit is presented for both 

tip-clearances. This figure must be considered along with Fig. 
5 which shows the relative whirl angle profiles at the inlet and 
St of the rotor. All plotted quantities are area-averaged 
through the same process used to update the stator inlet 

conditions Corresponding distributions, either experimental or 
obtained using through-flow analysis based on measured data 

(available in Howard et al, 1994) are also included in these 
figures, for all but the inlet whirl angle which coincides with the 
imposed profiles The predicted ccit whirl angles are in good 
agreement with measurements with discrepancies occurring only 
local to the hub, where an underestimation of the flow turning 
is observed. In order to investigate this discrepancy, the  

predicted flow field in that region (about 15 percent height, 
where predicted and measured curves start to deviate) has been 
ccarnined. The analysis showed a weak corner stall, =ending 
spanwise up to about 15 percent of the blade height, along the 
suction side (for the last 6 percent of chord), which is 
responsible for the flow underturning. This must be kept in 
mind during the discussion on the predicted losses thatioUows. 

Figure 6 shows the predicted loss coefficient as al filnaion 
of the spanwise location. In this figure, the same 'quantity 
deduced by the through-flow analysis based on measured data, 
reported by Howard et al (1994), is presented. In the 
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FIGURE 4. Spanwise distributions of the axial velocity 
at the rotor exit. 
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FIGURE 5. Spanvrise distributions of the relative whirl 
angle through the rotor. 
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coefficient. 
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aforementioned reference, uncertainties of about 0.02 are 
suggested for the loss coefficient. The predicted losses seem to 
be overestimated in the region between approximately 40 and 
65 percent of annulus height, where two-dimensional flow 
behaviour is reported. In an attempt to shed some light on this 
issue (regardless the experimental uncertainties) a 
complementary 2-13 run was carried out on the blade-to-blade 
surface at midspan. The pressure loss coefficient predicted 
through the 3-D code at midspan agrees well to the midspan 
losses predicted by the 2-D run, making us trust our predictions. 
Nevertheless, the profile losses dominated area is overpredicted 
and extends between about 40 and 75-80 percent of span. The 
lower limit is common for both clearances, whilst the upper 
limit is higher for the smaller clearance. Close to the hub, the 
shape of the predicted losses curve reflects the predicted comer 

The spatial distribution of the total pressure coefficient 
Cpt over the rotor ccit is illustrated in Fig. 7, for both 
clearances. Close to the casing, well ordered peripherally 
uniform patterns ccist. These correspond to the development of 
the annular boundary layer. The tip-leakage flow is already 

FIGURE 8. Pressure coefficient distributions along the 
rotor blade. 

FIGURE 7. Total pressure coefficient contours at the rotor exit (left t/c=12%, right t/c=3.0%). 
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FIGURE 10. Spanwise distribution of the axial velocity 
at the stator exit. 
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FIGURE 9. Non-dimensional static pressure contours 
over the shroud. 

mixed out with the main flow. On the upper half, the only 
difference appearing between the two cases is a slight 
thickening of the boundary layer in the t/c= 3.0% case. On the 
lower half, qualitatively similar patterns appear, but in the 
t/c= 3 0% case Cpt  takes higher values. This can be explained 
by considering the local velocities as depicted from Figs. 4 and 
5. Both cases exhibit the same flow turning close to hub, but 
with a locally accelerated flow in the t/c =3.0% case, due to the 
blockage effect of the tip originated flow. 

The Cti  distributions along the blade at hub, midspan and 
tip are plated in Fig. 8. Comparisons to the corresponding 
distributions in Foley and Ivey (1994) can be only qualitative. 
A quantitative comparison to the reference distributions is not 
possible. In both cases, the distributions predicted at hub and 
inidspan are not affected by the tip-gap Sae. On the other 
hand, differences in the C. distribution at the blade tip, in the 
first part of the suction side reveal the different structure of the 
vortex flow, due to the different tip-clearance sizes This may be 
also seen in Fig. 9, presenting the non-dimensional static 
pressure contours over the shroud. As the tip-clearance 
increases, the minimum pressure locus moves downstream of 
the leading edge, exactly as in Fig. 8. From Fig. 9, the intensity 
of the tip-clearance flow and its interaction with the main flow 

a 	40 	60 
	te 	140 

N 

FIGURE 11. Spanwise distributions of the absolute 
whirl angle through the stator. 

can be seen; both increase in the higher clearance case. 

ANALYSIS OF STATOR 3 
The spamvise distributions of the peripherally averaged 

axial velocity at the stator ccit are presented in Fig. 10. The 
flow turning is plotted in Fig. 11 in the form of the absolute 
whirl angle profiles at the stator inlet and exit. Comparison to 

through-flow results and measurements are provided as well. A 
good agreement between predictions and measurements can be 
observed. However, the flow turning close to the hub (up to 
about 7 percent of the span), which is mainly affected by the 
stator hub-clearance, is underpredicted. A slight 

underestimation of the flow turning is also observed close to the 
casing. Figure 12 illustrates the spanwise loss coefficient 
distribution for both cases, compared to the through-flow 
analysis results. As a general remark, any increase in the rotor 
clearance results to increased stator average losses. On the 
other hand, as in the rotor case, a region not influenced by the 
3-D effects does exist; it extends between 30 and 70 percent of 
the span. Over and above, increasing the rotor tip-clearance 
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FIGURE 12. Spanwise distributions of the stator loss 
coefficient. 

results to increased stator losses between 70 and 90 percent of 
the span, with reduced losses close to the casing, confirming the 
through-flow analysis indications. Comparison of Figs. 3 and 5 
to Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, confirms the stage to be a 
repeating one. 

In Fig, 13 the spatial distribution of the total pressure 
defect at the stator exit, plotted in terms of C pt , is illustrated. 
One may relate these plots to similar plots (Fig. 10) of Howard 
et al (1994), which are not repeated here in the interest of 
space. It is clear that the stator inlet flow is spoiled by the 
increased rotor tip-clearance and this effect is also propagated 

at the stator exit; as a consequence, the low total pressure 

deficit region is pushed towards the rotating hub. 
Figure 14 illustrates the ; distributions along the blade 

at hub, midspan and tip. Tfie t/c=12% curves can be 
qualitatively compared to the corresponding distributions of 

Foley and Ivey (1994) which are not repeated here. The 
comparison is only qualitative for the same as in the rotor case 

reasons. For the two cases, small differences between the 
corresponding curves exist, which are attributed to the stator 
inlet flow structure due to the upstream rotor clearance.  
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EVALUATION OF THE TIP-CLEARANCE MODELLING 
The rotor case tic =, 1.2% has been reexamined in order to 

investigate the importance of the accurate tip modelling. In the 
new calculation, the rotor has been analyzed using a single H-
type grid where the blade is pinched at its tip. Pinching the 
blade results in inaccuracies in description of its shape along the 
last 2.0-3.0 percent of its height. A mesh consisting of 2.15,000 
nodes has been used. In Fig. 15 the average distributions of the 
axial velocity at the cdt, along with the loss coefficient at the 
final 20% of the span, are plotted and compared to the 
corresponding distributions of the multi-domain solver. 
Differences occur only in the loss coefficient distributions and 
are located dose to the blade tip, in accordance with our 
expectations. Pinching the blade close to its tip results to an 
extended high-losses area, in this region. Though the finally 
adopted multi-domain approach introduces a computational 
overhead, this is relatively small in terms of convergence. Figure 
16 shows the convergence history for the pressure-correction 
equation, when the single-domain (pinched blade) and the 
multi-domain approaches are in use. The multi-domain 
approach is slightly handicapped but differences are not so 
important. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In multi-stage environments not dominated by unsteady 

effects, steady Navier-Stokes solvers constitute fast and accurate 
tools for the numerical prediction of the flow in the constituent 
rows. A loose coupling between a rotor and the downstream 
stator can be established by exchanging peripherally averaged 
quantities at mixing planes, located in a adequate distance from 
the bladings, in order to circumvent numerical problems. 

Provided that the rotor tip-clearance affects the flow in the 
downstream stator, the accurate tip-clearance flow modelling is 
of primary importance. In the present method, a two-block 
approach for each row has been adopted. Thus, apart from the 
inter-row communication process, flow quantities need to be 
exchanged between blocks in the same row. All types of  

interfacing boundary conditions, employed in the pressure 
correction solver, are diuniccosi in this paper. The careful 
treatment of the interfaces leads to an almost negligible 
deterioration of the single domain convergence behaviour. The 
computational time requirements are approximately 0.86 insec 
per node and iteration on a Silicon Graphics 8010 MIPS 
processor. 

The analysis of the third stage of a four-stage, low-speed 
compressor by the proposed method has led to numerical 
predictions which are in accordance with our qualitative 
expectations and the available experimental data (with or 
without post-processing via a through-flow calculation method). 
The effect of the increased upstream rotor tip-clearance on the 
performance of the downstream stator, in the region of the 
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FIGURE 16. Convergence history for the pressure 
correction equation. 
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casing, has been proved. The fact that predictions and 
measurements are quite close confirms the suggestion that 
blade row interaction effects associated with the multi-stage 
compressor do not exert a fast-order influence on tip-clearance 
flow, as reported by Howard et al (1994). Other findings 
relevant to the inter-blade region, like the weak corner stall 
predicted in the rotor, need to be further investigated. It is 
worth noting that the wall function technique was used in our 
predictions, as reasonable size grids had to be utilized 
considering the available computing facilities. 
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